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Abstract: The Black Box control and monitoring system for vehicles concept is derived from the aviation industry, a flight
recorder, colloquially known as a black box; although it is now orange-colored for easy search, is an electronic recording
device placed in an aircraft for the purpose of facilitating the investigation of aviation accidents and incidents.
With the advancement in technology and cost coming down, in our project we attempt to build similar device for our cars,
not only this device will help us in post-crash analysis but also it will help us in quicker emergency rescue operation. Our
research has been targeted towards building an integrated system for emergency rescue services in the event of a road
accident.
The purpose of the project is to find the accident location using GPS module and to send this location by means of sending a
message using GSM module to the pre-coded number. This system is usually placed inside the vehicle. It reduces the time it
takes for emergency rescue to arrive at the crash location.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In day to day life vehicle accident is a major problem in many cities. This problem is still increasing in number due to poor
riding behaviors such as driving at high speed, drunk driving, riding without safety etc. Car black boxes or the car monitoring
system is having logical feature and functions considering that more people die in car accidents than an airplane crashes. Black
box in aircraft help to determine the cause of an airplane accident and car black box helps us to determine what has caused a car
accident.
The causes of car accident are not to difficult to investigate as plane crashes. They are particularly valuable when no witness are
present during the accident and when each drivers has his/her own version of event .Car black box is a digital electronics device,
which is used during the investigation of the accident which records and store vehicles speed ,vehicle temperature, vibration,
distance from obstacles ,real time and vehicle other status information. Event data recorder holds the proof of the accident and
it is useful for the police in investigation and for Insurance company, as they can find out what really caused the accident.with
the GPS and GSM module interface the black box calls for help after accident immediately, which helps to give emergency
treatment to the accident victims.
II.
METHODOLOGY
The proposed system consists of the Arduino nano as the main processing unit for the entire system and all the sensor and
devices are connected with the microcontroller.
The components are connected to the Arduino through serial communication. The GPS module repeatedly sends the data to the
Arduino and at the second the limit switch is applied, the Arduino picks the data sent by the GPS module at that particular time
and send that data to GSM Module which sends those received latitude and longitude to the pre-coded number. Similarly when
the alcohol sensor senses the alcohol along with the temperature ,humidity and vibration sensor , it send a signal to the Arduino
and the Arduino signals the GSM module with the data sent by GPS module and GSM module sends the latitude and longitude
to the pre-coded number.
The implemented design consists of Arduino nano, GPS module, GSM module, limit switch, Temp.and Humidity sensor,
vibration sensor and alcohol sensor. Detecting irregularity or sudden change in the data the GSM Module sends signal to the
emergency numbers registered
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Fig.1: Circuit Diagram
III.
CONCLUSION
Control and monitoring the vehicles using Arduino and GSM and GPS module is proposed in this paper. The framework in the
proposed system is placed in moving vehicle to detect accident and report to In Case of Emergency (ICE). The first responder
is getting notice through GSM and in addition to that the vehicle accident zone longitude and latitude information is
obtained through GPS and GPRS.The proposed work can save life as the emergency team reaches the spot on time, take care
of the victim and give medical treatment on time.The black box records the accident occurs and the sensors in the system
and keep on data which can be used for further investigation.
IV.
FUTURE SCOPE
In future we can interface the system with more sensors or other componants like wi-fi module or 3600 camera and many more
to increase the credibility of the system. This will optimize the proposed technology to the maximum extent and deliver the best
accident detection system.
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